Worksheet 2. Future time with will

Complete the sentences. Choose the correct word from the word pool and write it in the blank space.

announce    check    fall    fasten    get    give    land    serve    stand

1. When the taxi arrives, we’ll ____________________________ in and go to the airport.
2. After we arrive at the airport, we’ll ____________________________ in at the airline ticket counter.
3. After they check our passports, they’ll ____________________________ us our boarding passes.
4. Before we go to our gate, we’ll ____________________________ in a long line to go through security.
5. When they ____________________________ the flight, we’ll get on the plane.
6. Before the plane takes off, we’ll ____________________________ our seat belts.
7. The flight attendant will ____________________________ snacks and drinks.
8. If I don’t ____________________________ asleep, I’ll work on my laptop.
9. We will ____________________________ in Sao Paulo after we fly for seven hours,